[Talking about the scene of diet and cooking based on Pao Chu Tu (kitchen picture) of Han dynasty].
The Pao Chu Tu (kitchen picture) of Han dynasty stone relief reconstructed the state of dietary cooking of Han dynasty with vivid and authentic picture. The Pao Chu Tu (kitchen picture) of Shandong Zhucheng city depicted ancient enormous and busy cooking scene which involved all kinds of cooking activities such as butcher, bailing, stewing, roast and brewing wine etc, displaying the advanced kitchen ware e.g. kettle, caldron, tripod, oven and complex cooking technology of Han Chinese people such as steaming, boiling, stirring baking and roast etc, reflecting rich dietary categories of Han dynasty. The Pao Chu Tu (kitchen picture) of Han dynasty stone relief provide us precious datas for the purpose of the study of dietary living of Han dynasty.